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In an increasingly connected world, the rise of online
freelancing has opened up many opportunities for
people to find work beyond their geographical
location. However, there is fierce competition, and
one of the major challenges that all freelancers face
is getting the first job. Getting the first job as an
online freelancer may be giving a bit of breathing
space in the family budget, or it may be difference
between having or not having a few extra luxuries. In
this book, we ask 10 women from around the world
the following questions about their journey as an
online freelancer. Why did you want to become a
freelancer? How did you get started? How long did it
take you to get your first job as a freelancer? Was it
hard to get? Was your experience in your first
freelancing job a positive one? What are your hopes
as a freelancer? How far do you see your potential
as a freelancer? A word of wisdom for others
wanting to get into freelancing work online. Be
encouraged and inspired by real people who have
done it first. Featuring contributions from Alyssa
Campita, Ayomide Victoria, Christina Turrise, Diani
Theresha, Goutami Bonik, Mehwish Fatima, Sabrina
Hossain, Sana Qaiser, Serah Seroney, and Vida
Antonijevi?.
'Thank you for picking up my book. My name is
Michael and I hope that you will join me on a journey
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of inspiration, motivation and academic success.
Getting a first is not as daunting as it seems, yet
many students don't even bother trying. I hope this
book will change that. A first-class degree is now,
more than ever, one of the best ways of getting the
most value out of university and enhancing your
career prospects. So what are you waiting for?' Get
the most value out of your degree with this authentic
guide from a recent first-class graduate. In this book,
you will find: • realistic guidance on how to achieve
your academic best without missing out on the social
aspects of the university experience • a solid
framework and practical tips to attain better marks •
strategies to immediately improve confidence and
study technique • knowledge about the growth
mindset and how to reach your true potential With a
combination of personal experience, scientific
research and motivational anecdotes from other
students, you'll get a comprehensive guide to the key
elements of academic success.
Maximize Your Earning Potential When Selling Your
Home Do You Want To Make Your Home More
Valuable? In "The Smart First-Time Home Seller's
Guide", you will discover how to get the highest price
tag possible for your home in any given setting. All
you need to do is to apply the steps when competing
against today's market. No longer will you fear or
question your goal of preparing and selling your
most precious asset. You will learn the secret to
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making a good first impression on potential
purchasers from the moment they step into your
property. Sell a Home Fast in Any Market Knowing
what investments are necessary as well as what
buyers are looking for will guarantee an increase in
final profit. The problem? Many sellers neglect the
importance of investing in professional guidance and
harbor misplaced doubts about hiring a real estate
agent due to the cost. The truth about real estate
agents (along with many other advantages) is
explained in The Smart First-Time Home Seller's
Guide. In This Guide, You Will Discover: ? How to
get the Maximum Profit when selling your home ?
How to stage your home for viewers without
spending a lot of money. ? 7 tips to grab the
attention of potential buyers through curb appeal. ?
What factors directly influence the value of your
home when establishing the asking price. ? 10 steps
to consider when marketing and showing your
property with a Top Realtor. ? How to conduct offers
in order to successfully close a deal. ? A Free Bonus
Chapter that can help you save thousands of dollars
When you download The Smart First-Time Home
Seller's Guide, you will gain the expertise you need
to professionally execute a speedy sale. Download
Now!
I Did Not Get First Place is the first children's book I
have written. It is about a son having to face his
father after failing to win a race. After doing so, the
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son learns from his father that he did not fail
because losing is not failing. He learns that losing is
learning. Learning from a loss will always make you
a better person and closer to winning
The highly anticipated book, "First-time Homebuyer
Workbook: 13 Steps to Get You Home" is a
complete step-by-step guide for those wanting to
purchase their first home. Written from the
perspective of a homeowner who has been through
the process and understands every step and money
saving strategies; there are even worksheets to help
you track your progress! "First-time Homebuyer
Workbook: 13 Steps to Get You Home" will help you
develop a plan, start, and close on your first
property!
In this book you will learn how to make your first $100
online, this is a launchpad to make $10,000 and
$100,000 online.
Getting the first job after graduation is one of the key
points in life where people go through a transition from a
student to a working life. However, there is fierce
competition, and one of the major challenges all
graduates face is getting the first job. In this book, we
ask 10 University Graduates from around the world the
following questions about their journey in finding their
first job after graduation. Why did you study at
university? Why did you choose that course? How long
did it take you to get your first job as a graduate? Was
your experience in your first job what you expected?
How far do you see yourself go in your chosen industry?
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A word of wisdom for university graduates trying to get
their first job. Be encouraged and inspired by real people
who have done it first. Featuring contributions from
Ahmed Adouni , Ajayi Temiloluwa, Akoth Irine, Daryl
Dela Cruz, Devon Culbert, Diah Dewi, Farah Mursyieda,
Leanne Shaw, Muzaffar Ahmad, Sonali Tripathy
A comprehensive and practical guide to finding work and
selling yourself effectively for an entry-level job in
television production. Written by an award-winning
executive producer of many years experience in the UK,
it tells it how it really is in the TV business and how to
make the most of modern technology to develop your
media skills.In a competitive job market applicants for
work in the media need to use every trick in the book to
get ahead. The 25,000 word guide is packed with
practical techniques on selling yourself, finding the
available jobs, gaining work experience and includes
many links to invaluable online resources. It includes
detailed advice on writing an effective CV along with reallife examples; how to compose a strong covering letter;
what to expect at interview and advice from a range of
experienced and respected media professionals.There is
also important advice on avoiding exploitation in the work
experience market; the importance of networking; what
to study for a career in TV and advice on developing
suitable skills. From the reality of a TV runner's job to
how to deal with periods of unemployment, it covers all
areas of interest to anyone trying to get that first job in
TV.
Network Marketing has seen a remarkable expansion of
late, with entropreneurs benefitting from an unheralded
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demand for their services. The authors of this book
demonstrate proven techniques to achieve financial
success in Network Marketing, which include: How to
conduct successful business launch parties, party plans
and business meetings. Breakthrough networking tips
that get appointments booked. Practical advice on
organising business finances, buying supplies, tracking
expenses and balancing the books. Simple techniques to
track customer needs, previous purchases, personality
and lifestyle. There is little doubt that Network Marketing
techniques will become increasingly deployed in the
business world, with the advent of online business and
customer-focused selling, Make Your First Million in
Network Marketing provides all the information needed to
succeed in this field.
Getting a job during the university years is important for
independence, paying the bills and having a bit of extra
for leisure. However, there is fierce competition, and one
of the major challenges all graduates face is getting the
first job. In this book, we ask 10 University Students from
around the world the following questions about their
journey in finding their first job as a student. Why did you
choose your current university course? What was your
first job while you were studying? How important is
having a job for you while you are studying? What are
your hopes in life after graduation? A word of wisdom for
students trying to get their first job Be encouraged and
inspired by real people who have done it first. Featuring
contributions from: Abubakar Abdulsalam, Amr Ehab,
Hasanat Noon, Hussain Samuaan, Jane Wanja, Lewis
Mchardy, Noor Qaiser, Pamela Hellyer, Yigitcan
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Karagoz, Zenith Arbois

- Sometimes it’s better to finish last and have 99
people cheering for you, than to finish first and have
to stand there all alone. - A liar tells the truth every
time he lies. - When someone pulls out a camera,
don’t ask them to take a picture of you. - If you
don’t think it’s funny, don’t laugh. - Control your
animals ... and your children! - Stop quoting people
when you don’t know what you’re talking about. Live your funeral every day.
This is a guide for the new manager or the manager
coming back to work. This book is intended to make
you an impact player in a 90 day timeframe. The
strategy can be used in almost any position and at
various levels.
Parish catechists spend weeks teaching children
about the theology of Eucharist and the prayers and
songs they need to know for the liturgy. Parents are
asked to work with their child at home to prepare
through family discussions, prayers, and special
activities--And make a First Communion banner with
their child This is a simple, practical, step-by-step
guide to help parents make banner-making with their
child fun and easy.
Completely up to date with the latest examination
changes, Get Through First FRCR: MCQs for the
Physics Module offers a valuable insight into the new
Physics module of the First FRCR examination. Over
200 5-part True/False MCQs are presented
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according to syllabus topics, accurately reflecting the
content, style and level of difficulty of the actual
examination questions. All answers are
supplemented with clear, detailed explanations to
develop candidates' understanding and to explain
why their answers are right, or wrong. Featuring a
wealth of practice MCQs plus one full mock
examination, this book has been designed for
candidates to assess their knowledge, identify topics
that require further study and to build up confidence
in preparation for the exam day. Written by Specialty
Trainees in Radiology, under the guidance and
expertise of Jerry Williams, Consultant Medical
Physicist, Get Through First FRCR: MCQs for the
Physics Module is the essential revision tool for all
First FRCR candidates preparing for the newly
revised examination.
Designed to transform you from discouraged to
encouraged, this book helps you take the hardest
step in reaching your destiny, THE FIRST STEP.
Author Clifton John Roy Jr forces you to look deep
within yourself. He challenges you to ask the tough
questions about why you are stagnated or
unmotivated. You will gain valuable insight that will
compel you to reclaim your goals and dreams. This
book offers a simple yet practical steps towards
conquering your life. Get Back Up? is an amazing,
interesting, inspirational read that provides
knowledge for every corner of our lives, whether we
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admit it aloud or not. Hats off to Clifton John Roy Jr
for combining counseling, teachable moments and
critical thinking into a vivid understand of our
development. This book creates a pathway for
adolescents and adults alike to self-discover why
and how we became who we are. With the use of
that data, we can theoretically engineer our own
success. Dr. Jessie Broussard, Project Director,
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
YOUR EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND GUIDE TO FINANCIAL
FREEDOM! Have you ever wondered how wealthy people
actually made their first million? Here is a book that shows
how various people have made their money in their own
unique way, thus allowing you to find a method that works for
you so that you, too, can make your first million and gain
financial freedom. We would all like to reach a stage where
we are able to live off the income from our savings and
investments. Sadly, only 5 out of every 100 people reach that
stage. This highly accessible book is aimed at anyone who
wants to learn how to make their first million in savings. The
book provides real examples of ordinary people who have
reached their financial goals and explains how you can do the
same. It also provides practical ways of setting goals and
keeping yourself motivated to achieve them, especially in
tough times. How to Make Your First Million provides people
from all walks of life with practical information on how to
achieve financial freedom in a range of different ways and
shows that it is possible for everyone to be financially free.
Completely up to date with the latest exam changes, Get
Through First FRCR: Questions for the Anatomy Module
offers a valuable insight into the new anatomy exam. 170
high quality practice cases, each containing 5 question
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stems, are presented according to syllabus topics, accurately
reflecting the content, style and level of difficulty of the actual
examination questions. Anatomical images are included from
all modalities commonly used in current radiological practice
(plain x-rays, CT, MRI, ultrasound, nuclear medicine). Each
case is supported by full explanatory answers, providing
appropriate anatomy knowledge and relevant radiological
learning points for the candidate. Featuring a wealth of
practice questions plus one full mock examination, this book
has been designed for candidates to assess their knowledge,
identify topics that require further study and to build up
confidence in preparation for the exam day. Written by
Specialty Trainees in Radiology, Get Through First FRCR:
Questions for the Anatomy Module is the essential revision
tool for all First FRCR candidates preparing for the newly
revised examination.
This concise, no-nonsense guidebook de-mystifies first-class
degrees in the arts, humanities and social sciences by
explaining how to develop excellent reading, thinking and
writing skills.
How to Get a FirstThe Essential Guide to Academic
SuccessPsychology Press
No Marketing Blurb

"Make your First Robot will help students to build and
program their first robot using Arduino. It starts with an
introduction of the hardware and software required to
build and program the robots. The concepts are
explained with simple analogies. Detailed explanation of
the functionalities and programming of each hardware
component are given. Integration of all the hardware
components and programs to make a fully functional
robot is explained for a mini Path-finder and Robotic
Arm. Inexpensive components are used to build these
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robots. This book will flourish your imagination to the
next level of robotics." -A comprehensive compendium of sports facts, presented
in a visual layout of lists, charts, graphs, time lines, and
short narratives, features such tidbits as the eight
positions of Abbott & Costello's "Who's On First?"
routine, the text of Bill Murray's "Cinderella story"
speech, and the story behind Wheaties box athlete
covers.
How to make your first million investing in real estate.
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